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Junior Call·
·Could ·seBr ch
Of UNM: .Heady
By GEORGE JOHNSON
UNM President Ferrel Heady said yesterday, that it might be
easier to establish a community college as a branch of UNM than
as a separate education entity.
He also said he was not aware· of any recent conside1·ation to
turn the University of Albuque)'£tue into a junior college.
''Under the existing junior college law there would have to be
approval by the voters of the district the community college is to
serve," Heady said.
"The voters would have to levy a local tax to support it."
He said that since there might be problems in getting the voters
to approve a tax, it would probably be easier to establish the
college as a b1·anch of UNM.
"It could be just one more college added to the current list,"
Heady said.
.
'
"There could be joint use of facilities and maybe even j~int
courses."
He said that under the plan money would come through the
Board of Educational Finance and the state legislature.
"Then we would be admitting student applicants into either a
baccalaureate program or a two-year post secondary program,"
Heady said.·
•
"If a student in the community college program decided later
that he wanted a bachelot·'s degree he could transfer to the other
school at the junior level-if he made an acceptable showing in his
first two years.
"We shouldn't make it an either/or decision at the time of
. ~igh school graduation so there is no chance for the student
iater 'change 'tiis' mind:" ...
.
•
. . -· . . . .
. •
Heady said that he did ~ot know of any recent consideration
to change the Uni-versity of Albuquerque into a junior college.
"I don't see how it would be possible for the U of A to remain
pri-vate and at the same time be a public community college," he
' said.
"I believe there is a provision in the state consititution which
says the state cannot help support a private educational
instjtution.
"It's conceivable that the facilities mig!lt be con-verted but that
would mean transfering the U of A to the state, and I sure don't
advocate t1tat.
"The U of A is helping now in appealing to high school
graduates not interested in following a bachelor program," Heady
said.
The possibility for a junior college in Bernalillo county was
raised last week in a speech by Heady before a group of high
school counselors and college entrance officials.
In the speech Heady ~dvocated raising UNM's e~trance
requirements to upgrade its educational standards. He said he
would support such a move only if UNM took the lead in
establishing a two-year college to accomodate students who
would be excluded under the mot:e rigid requirement.-;.

Group discusses. minority failures on N.M. Bar exam.
From Left: Lou Lewis, Jan Leyba, Barbara Brown, Steve Herrera, and Father Ramon Aragon.

Group Calls Bar Exam
Discriminatory, Invalid
. by DAN WILLIAMS
A 70 per cent failure rate of minorities who took
the 197 4 Bar examination dr.-:w response from a

concerned group who said the exam was
discriminatory, archaic, and that it is invalid criteria
for a decision on whether someone should be
allowed to practice law.
The group, consisting of members of tlte
Mexican·f.\..merican Law Student . Association,
(MALSA), · i spokesman·· for the New Mexico
membership of the National Lawyers Guild, and.
representatives of those who passed and failed the
exam, aired their views in a press conference
yesterday.
Spokesperson for the pro up, Barl>ara Brown, said
the Bar exam was discriminatory toward all
minorities, including Mexican-Americans,
Afro-Americans and Native Americans.
She said that while the J)ass rate for Anglos who
took the test was 85 per cent (118 of 138
non-minority app] icants), "only 7 Spanish
surnamed persons out of 23 passed the exam,
making their pass rate 30 per cea t. One black in two
passed (50 per cent), and only 1 out of 5 Indian
applicants passed, making their pass rate 20 per
cent.ot

Consistant Pattern
"The results of the exam perpetuate the
consistent pattern of discriminatory admittance to

30 Per Cent Passed
Of the 168 persons who took the 1974 Bar
examination, a total of 127 1)assed. The overall
pass rate was 75 per cent. However, of the 30
minority group applicants who took the cxam 1
only 9 passed for a pass rate of 30 per cent.
John Walker, St>okesman for NM membership of
the National Lawyeh Guild (a group of
professional attorneys) said the high rate of failure
of minorities taking the exam was because of
ublatant discrimination."
"This Bar examination, like those before it, was
written for whites and for the most part, graded
by whites," he said. "The fact that so many fai1ed
this examination is not because they are
incompetent, but rather because, as the statistics
clearly demonstrate, the preparation and grading

(Continued on page 3)

Intra To Women ·studies 201
May Change To General Studies
By GAIL GOTTLIEB

.............. --~
John Howarth: 'It is under consideration.'

the bar," Mike Sanchez, president of MALSA said .
"It is hard to rationalize or unde1·stand how a small
group of men called a Board of Examiners
(appointed by the Supreme Court) is able to control
the lives and hopes of so many people.
He also said his group is asking the New Mexico
Supreme Court to in-vestigate the validity and
credibility of the NM Bar Examination process.
"The population of New Mexico il; 45 .per cent
Spanish-speaking and their re})resentation in the
legal system should be advanced," Sanchez said.

Introduction to Women Studies, a class offered
this semester as American Studies 201, may be
transferred to General Studies 299 next semester.
John Howarth, director of ·the General Honors
Program, said. "I've discussed the possibility with
Gail ~Baker, coordinator of Women Studies) and it
is under consideration. u
There will be a meeting with honors program
officials later in the week to examine the matter ·
fully and make a decision.
If Introduction to Women Studies is offered
under the auspices of the General Honors Program,
it would be given as General Studies 299; a course
number used for topical subjects.
Introduction to WoMen Studies was offered
under this course number last year before the
transfer to AMerican Studies 201, a course numbet'
that was never officially approved by 4rts and
Sciences Dean Nathaniel WollMan Ot' ·by the
Curt•icula Committee, two of the major steps in
adding a new course Humber to a department.
Dean Wollman maintains that he has-- never seen
an official request for approval of Am. Studiei:l
201-202.
Joel Jones, ex·director of Ame1•ican Studies said

that he submitted a request last year, and also
discussed the matter 'With Wollman over the phone.
Acting director of American Studies Charles
Biebel said that plans to resubmit a request for
approval of Am. Studies 201·202 have been
postponed pending a review of the entire American
Studies program. The review is being conducted by
the American Studies Advisory Committee.
Gail Baker, coordinator of Women Studies, said,
"I only know of one Women Studies program that
lacks an introductory course, and they are trying to
insitute one. Women Studies programs throughout
the U.S. consider it essential to offer an
introductory course, and they are trying to institute
one. Women Studies programs throughout the U.S.
considt!r it essential to offer an introductory course.
"As the introductory course, Introduction to
Women Studies is the basis of the prograM. It can't
be offered as Am. 201 ne!itt semester, but we feel
that it very important that it be offered. We had
to turn away students first semester, and they are
planning to- take it this spring.
Howal'th said if lntro .to Women Studies was
allowed to use the G.S. 299 nurrtber, it would bE!
"only a temporary measure until the question of
their (WoMen Studies) authority to offer theh· own
com·ses is resolved."

is

Hearing Rescheduled·

Senators Explain Votes
On Juniper Funds Bill
by Orlando Medina
A controversial bill to fund
Juniper, a gay counseling center,
passed the ASUNM Senate last
Wednesday by a narrow margin
and faces u possible veto by President G ii Gonzales.
Gonzules has been busy meeting
with members of Juniper and also
with senators who voted against the
bill, before making a final decision
to veto the bill.
The senate's ability to override a
, possible veto on the bill i~ unclear,
since the bill was only passed by
one vote last Wednesday.
Two of the ASUNM senators
who voted against funding Juniper
said they were not against "the service itself but rather against the
methods Iuken by the program.
'Senutors Rudy Chavez und Larry

Hanna voted against the $400 ap·
propriation which would set up the
Juniper program "Chavel said
Juniper was a good idea but they
w~nt about it in the wrong way."
Chavez said he had taken a small
poll on his own in which he talked
to students and people in the
Psychology department.
"The psychology people thought
the program was a good idea but
they said the program would
require lin experienced professional psychologist. Juniper was
asking for $425 which would not be
enough money for the group,"
Chavez said.
Chavez explained the poll he
had taken from students.
"160 students bothered to sign u
document which stated: 'I am a
member of ASUNM and I do ob-

The grievance committee
conducti11g the he<~ring 011 the
WHiiam Partridge case did not
reach an opinio11 yesterday and
scheduled the rest of the headng
for Octo bel' 30.
. Partridge was fired last August
as dit·ector, of the Pilot Cities
program,
During the heal'ing this
aftemoon Grace Olivarez, director
of ISRAD, presented her case lind
was cross·examined.

ject to the funding of Juniper.'
Some of the students did not know
what Juniper was and I explained
that it was a gay counseling service.
I tried to be as neutral as possible
when I explained Juniper to them."
Hanna said that the arguments
presented by the grouf were not
what was being asked o Juniper.
"I felt the arguments presented
for Juniper were not arguments for
funding but the reasons for them to
Action on the bill and the possexist." Hanna said.
ible veto by President Gil Gonzales
"The possible political ramifications in Santa Fe were part of the will
be taken on Wednesday as
reason for my vote, but the ·basic Gonzales has set up a meeting with
the Juniper people and another
reason was because they didn't jumeeting with the senators who
stify their need for the money. The
voted
against the bill.
bill was given that much scrutiny
because it is controversial and all
controversial bills should be given
New Mexico
the same scrutiny."

00
.,

ISRAD is in charge of the Pilot ~
Cities program and Olivarez fired "'
Partridge,
S:::
At 6 p,m. one member of the ~·
committee had to leave, so the o
rest of the hearing was postponed. ~
'l'he hea1·ing is closed to the '<
press and the public although in t'<
an earlier meeting Partridge _g
requested that it be open,

~==~~====~~==~====~

By Richard Bowman
~
'l'he Student Veteran
.£ Association is beginning a drive to
~ establish their own "w01·k·study"
Q program at UNM.
~
The o q(anization says it is
.S beginning to contact Albyquerque
;;.. businesses, seeldng their aid in
:;! sponsoring veterans to work on
~campus.

8 Business men will be
make a tax-deductahle
;2 of maybe $250 to the

asked to
donation
veterans'
~ Campus Employment Pl'Ogram,
a> Steve Salway, Student Vetera11
Z Association spokesman said. A
C'i student veteran could then work
~ on camp us for 100 hours a
If semester, and be paid $2.50 an
hour.
Thi!y would work wherever
there at•e openings at the
university and could fit their work
schedules in with school
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bv Garry Trudeau

By SARAH SEIDMAN
Sex crimes 011 campus continue
to be a pi'Oblem fm· the campus
police department.
Seven cases of sexual crimes
have been reported to the police
in the fh·st five weeks of the
semester, about the same number
as last year, Officer· Robert T.
Raymond t·eported.
Four separate instances
occurred in the Zimmermm1
Library, including one case where
a man tied a mirror to his shoe
and sat in the women's bathroom
stall to view the occupants.
Three cases of indecent
exposure in the library were
reported, another outside the
Maxwell Anthl'Opology Museum,
·and a fifth outside Johnson
Gymnasium.
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Vice President Paul Silverman:

UNM Too Departmentally Oriented
By DEBRA SANCHEZ
Paul H. Silverman,
vice-president for research and
graduate affairs, said UNM is too
departmentally oriented, and
options should be made available
to graduate students outside of
structured departmental offerings.
Silverman said he would favor a
multi-disciplinary approach to
graduate education allowing
students more freedom to develop
more individualized academic
fields. For example, if a student
wanted to develop an academic
field that involved the interaction
ot several aspects of society, he or
she could do research overlapping
many university departments.
Pursuing multi·disciplinaey
research, a student might develop
a new discipline encompassing
major problems of the country or
state, With such freedom, a
student could study issues such as
pollution, repression of minority
groups, or on a broader plane, war
and peace, Silverman suggested.
Instead o£ being limited to
required courses in a specific
department, he could exploit
many departments to gather
information relevant to his
individual academic interest.
Coupled with freedom to
develop new, individual academic
fields should come opportunities
to evaluate individual
achievements on the
"Value· Added Concept,"
Silverman said,
This conc:epl fosters academic
evaluation on the basis of
ind.ividual advancemellt; as
contrasted with comparison with
other students.
"All this nonsense about grades
·and semester hours" has reached
the point where methods and
techniques are taking priority over
goals, he said. Grades should be
one aid in making qualitative

judgements conceming a student's
learning process, but the lear11ing
progl'ess, and not the grades,
should be the ·goal of the
uni·ve••s:ity, Sihrerrnan added,

In order for any innovatio11s to
take place, additional and
differentially distributed funding
must be made available, Presently,
undergraduate and graduate
programs are funded the same in
the state appl'Opl'iation, although
cost per credit hour differs
greatly.
Fol' example, records show the
cost per student credit hour at the
lower division level itt psychology
to be $6, increasing to $18 for
upper division psychology, a11d
further incl'C!ased to $145 per
student credit hour at the
graduate level. Yet Silverman
noted that the university is
allocated exactly the same
amount of state funds for
students at all three levels.
'l'his inadequate syslem of

funding which affects the entire
university, hits hardest at the
graduate level, the vice president
said, Since , a doctol'al candidate
takes only 6 or 9 hours, it takes
three students to generate the
same funds a freshman gets.
Silverman said that while a
professor can teach hundreds of
students at a time in a lower
division lecture course, six
graduate students may be a full
load for their professor, He said
the faculty·student ratio allowed
at UNM on the graduate level,
22·1, is outdated and unrealistic.
He estimated that 200 more
professors would have to be hired
at UNM in order to match the
student-teacher· ratio at
Mississippi, a state known for its
low per capita income. In that
state, student-faculty ratios are
8·1 at the graduate level, 18·1 at
the upper division level, and 26·1
at the undergraduate level•
Silverman said.
Silverman said the system of
funding UNM has had to live with
is designed to discourage quality
education. He predicted that if
there is not a qualitative

impt•ovement at the university
coupled with increased funding by
the legislature at the start of
1975, "everyone mobile will
leave,"
Inflation alone, without
substantial adjustments in salaries
will drive professors as well as
administrators away f1·om UNM,
he said.
Silverman said UNM has been
forced into a position where it
cannot afford to hire established
scholars, so "we've been getting
young professors and hoping
they 'II work out."

111i11a
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schedules.
"Vets have family and study
problems when working
off-campus," Salway said. '"This
way they could still work in the
daytime, so nights could be spe11t
at home.
"We want to solicit mo11ey, not
jobs. Part-time worl' in the
community is very limited, so this
is an opportunity for businessmen
to help the vet and be charitable
at the same time," he said.
Salway says funds would be
administered by UNM's
Work-Study, but the university
would not contribute' money since
the progt·am would be limited to
veterans.
The Stude11t Veterans
Association ,says it hopes to see its
independent work-study program
begin operation next semester,

Right from the start, you
knew Tam pax tampons
were your best bet. They're
the only tampons to come
in three absorbency-sizes.
Regular, Super and
exclusive Junior-to help
young girls get started.
Tam pax tampons always
keep you feeling fresh,
clean and comfortable.
And you always feel secu
too, because you
knowthey'r~ softly
compressed f;x the
best absorption. You like
the assurance that nothing
shows when you wear them.
and that you can'tfeel them.
You carry them discreetly.
You dispose of them easily.
You know that they're your
best bet when you're
buying sanitary protection.
But did you know
Tampax tampons were also
your best buy? They come
in economical packages of
1O's and 40's, yet cost
·about the same as other
brands that package
8's and 30's.
Tampax tampons are
your best bet. And they're
also your best buy.
Tha Internal protection more women trull

.\

Another case of indecent
exposu1•e occUL'red at the comer
of Redondo and Roma NE, where
a nude male in an automobile
accosted a nearby pedestrian.
The police have the cases under
investigation but no arrests have
been made yet.
Berry D. Cox, head of the
Campus Police/Parking Services
on campus, stressed that female
and male officers are available 24
hours a day to help the victims of
sexual crimes. Rapport established
between the police, the Rape
Crisis Center, and the Public
Health Set·vicc ensures that this
aid is available to the entire
unive1·sity community at all times.'
Bicycle larcenies are the most
frequent crime on campus ..and
(Conlinued on page 5)

LA Educators Here
Twenty-two educators from 14 Latin American countries are
cm·rently participating in an educational semi11ar at UNM.
The seminar, which began Monday and will t•un until Oct. 26,
is sponsored by the College of Education's Latin American
Projects. Discussions will deal with federal, state and local
financing and cun•iculum development !'rom the elementary
through the college level.
During their stay, the educatoi'S, will also visit Highlands
University in Las Vagas, N.M., the State Oept. of Education and
various Albuquerque schools.
The seminar, which. will be conducted in Spanish, is funded by
the U.S. Health, Education and Welfare Department's division of
International Education,

STUDENTS DISCOUNTS!
Four Concert Seri,es

Albuquerque Symphony Orchestra
October 16th ••• Carlos Chavez. famed
Mexican composer-conductor as
guest conductor with French
pianist Philippe Entremont
November 20th ••• Christopher Parkening
exciting young American guitarist
January lOth , •• Eileen Farrell. great
American soprano

April 12th ••• Orchestn! and Chorus
Four Concerts for just $7 to $15
(standard cost . . . $10 to $20)
All concerts in Popejoy Hull, 8:15p.m.

st*lJ::;f"or Appointments Coli
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Group Calls Bar.Exam
Discriminatory, Invalid
(Continued from page 1)

of this. so·called examination are culturally
biased."
The group also questioned the secrecy involved
in the examination procedure, They said they do
not know and were unable to find out who
determines the pass/fail guidelines, who formulates
the questions, who is on the board of examiners or
even how many are on the board.
The gmup's statement to the Supreme Court
questioned whether the bar exam should be
"restructured to allow 1·eview of the exam
procedure by the puplic in the spirit of the NM
Open Meetings Law."
Steve Herrera, one of those who flunked the
exam, said tlw exam was "shrouded in myste1·y."
"Tiw Board of Bar Examilwrs has just infornwd

me that I have 'flunked,' he siad, "Yet, the board
has not and will not tell me why I flunl<ed, what I
can do to pass, what critm•ia they use to decide, or
even who does the deciding,"
Hen·era said the bur examination is "invalid."
"That doesn't mean we are saying it can be made
better, It is inaccurate criteria on why someotw
should be admitted to the bar," he said.
Picl<eting PJan11ed
The swearing·in ceremony, for those who passed
the exam will be held Wednesday, Oct 9 at the
Supreme Court building in Santa I•'c and Herrera
said the group plans to picket there.
Other commu11ity minority group lcadet·s also
expressed their concern and Uu•ir SUPP<>rt of the
group's efforts.

Police News
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Work-Study Sought

Tickets for Students Only
Available at Pope,~oy Box Office
or
Contact Albuquerque Symphony Office
265-3689
I:io Madeira. N.E.

ARE YOU
BEHIND IN YOUR
READING?
WORRIED ABOUT ALL THE READING YOU'VE
PUT OFF? FINALS START IN ONLY 9 WEEKS!
THERE'S STILL TIME TO MAKE IT-IF YOU-

DO SOMETHING ABOUT IT--TONIGHT!
Quit worrying and do something about it.
Your slow reading problem can be solved.
Permanently. Tonight we'll show you how,
and teach you how to read up to twice as fast
in the process. Free. No obligation. No hassle.
(Twice as fast is easy. Our average graduate
reads over 5 times faster with better understanding.) You'll be surprised how fast you can
read after only one hour. And what you
learn tonight you can begin using immediately
to catch up on your reading. Quit being
a slow reader!

DON'T KEEP PUTTING IT OFF!
The load will only get worse, and the time
shorter. Do something about the way you
read tonight.
TOO GOOD TO BE TRUE?
Our half·a·million graduates know it works.
We want to prove it to you. And the best way
is to give you a free sample. You'll leave
reading up to twice as fast after the free
lesson. Forever. Just for coming. So do yourself
a favor. You've got nothing to lose and
everything to gain.

NEED TO READ FASTER?
COME TO A FREE SPEED READING
LESSON TONIGHT,
6:30 or 8:00 P.M.
Room 231-E
Student Union Building
UNMCampus

~ Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics
Call 266-7322 for Information/Student Plan
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Philosophical Flaw
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, This seems to be· working
directly against the objectives of
Juniper. Maybe your premise
should be somethinQ like, we are
gay, we are normal, therefore the
rest of society needs counseling to
free its narrow unliberated, sexual
views.
I surely hope you can see the
financial impossibilities of
ASUNM funding this project.
Miss S. Olson
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ASU N M Resolution
Is Neutral Stance
body powerful enough to centro the press by
monetary and other means.
Last semester, the Senate did not cut the Lobo's
funds about 30 per cent. Former President Perkal
requested that the Senate allocate "zero" for the
Lobo. However, the Senate allocated $27,000 and in
addition required the use of a $13,000 Lob(l
contingency fund totaling $40,000, the same budget
allocation as the previous year.
Unfortunately, the ASUNM Senate is in the
position of publisher of the Lobo and until such
time as the newSPaper can generate enough
advertisement sales to become self·sufficient, we will
unfortunately, have rnonetary control over the
Lobo.
The Senate though has established the Student
Pub Board so as to not have direct control of the
Lobo and we do not feel that passage of the
resolution, which Editor Mike Minturn stated he had
OO' objection to, is an attempt to control a free press.
Senator Larry Hanna
Senator Louis Tempkin
Senator Debbie Vick
Senator Joseph Samora
Senator Laura E. Notley

Editor:
It is easy to empathize with Mr.
Stuart Goldberg's desire for high
quality cultural entertainment at
Popejoy Hall, but what I cannot
understand, as a board member
who attended last Thursday's
meeting, are the motives behind
his irresponsible· and unfounded
charges against the board and
Popejoy director, William Martin.
Surely, Mr. Goldberg knows the
Popejoy series is the best
professional entertainment
package, artistically and
financially, in the southwest.
Surely Mr. Goldberg also knows
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Dept. Stores Indicted

Q

NEW YORK-Three prestigious Fifth Avenue women's
clothing stores we1-e indicted Monday on charges of conspiracy
to fix prices and undermine competition in the sale of dresses,
suits and costa for the past five years.
The one-count indictment filed in Manhattan Federal Court
alleged anti-trust violations against Saks & Co.; Bergdorf
Goodman Inc., and Genesco Inc., owner of Bonwit Teller
shops.
' The il}dictment filed by a special anti-trust grand jury
alleged that the three companies established uniform retail
prices through the adoption of uniform markup lists. They
allegedly induced manfacturcrs to use the uniform retail prices
as their suggested retail pl'ices, the indictment said.
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Kissinger Accepted $50,000
WASHINGTON-Secretary of State Henry A. Kissinger said
Monday he accepted a gift of $50,000 from Nelson A,
Rockefeller in 1969 after being assured by lawyers for
President-elect Richard M. Nixon that this was not improper.
At a news conference, Kissinge1· turned from diplomatic
matters to release a letter from Rockefeller concerning the gift
and a statement giving the legal opinion of Nixon counselors
Edward L. Morgan and Egil Krogh Jr.
The Morgan-Krogh statement assured Kissinger:
" ... Based upon the philanthropic nature of the
Rockefellers and expressly upon the fact that the
contemplated gift of money to you is based only upon your
close personal friendship and as a direct result of not only that
friendship but high personal esteem in which they hold you,
we find that such a gift would not violate either the statutes,
executive order or regulations involving conflicts of interest."

that students are afforded every
courtesy and consideration to
help them attend these events. To
accuse the Board and Mr. Martin
of running a "closed,
unresponsive" operation is
nonsense, and Mr. Goldberg
knows it.
I would recommend that he
and student members of the
Cultural Program Committee
make some constructive and
informative recommendations
about future programs rather than
carping about alleged irregularities
that have no basis in fact.
Sidney'Rosenblum,
Prof. of Psychology

Drug Use Up
WASHINGTON-Federal officials told Cong1·ess Monday
heroin use is on the increase again and spreading from
metropolitan areas to smaller cities in what may be another
upswing in widespread drug abuse.
Increased seizures of cocaine, marijuana and hashish and a
rise in drug abuse among servicemen point to resurgent growth
in a problem that had appeared to be steadily declining in
recent months, the officials said.
The officials, the top line-up of drug abuse specialists in the
government, expressed special concern over Turkey's decision
to resume growing opium poppies, saying it would add to a
.heroin supply already available on American streets from the
Mexican poppy.

Pleasurable Reading
Editor:
After 27 years of reading the
Lobo and over 15 years of service
on the Board of Publications, may
I congradulate you and your staff
on what I judge to be an
outstanding newspaper and the
best Lobo I have had the pleasure
of reading. Many of my
acquaintances have expressed
similar views.
Coverage is balanced, stories are
timely and campus issues are
current and crucial to your
readers. Your staff write
concisely, interestingly, accurately
and with an apparent
commitment to the highest
principles of sound journalistic
endeavor and ethics.

·World
News

s

Goldberg's Motives?

'NOW, liTE ON THE BULLET-THAT'LL STOP YOU WASTING ALL YOUR MONEY ON fOODI'

In response to Scott Eaton's Editorial in the
Friday, Oct. 4, 1974 Lobo, we would like to clarify
several points. First, Mr. Eaton states "the resolution
gave no indication, no clue whatsoever, as to what
these 'unethical prtctices' might be." The resolution,
as was mentioned on the Senate floor, was intended
to be neutral. The alleged unethical practices were
presented as the opinion of the "concerned
students" who occupied the Lobo.
The Senate did not state that it considered the
"publishing of a controversial opinion on the
editorial page of a newspaper an "unethical practice"
as is inferred by Mr. Ea_ton's editorial. In fact, the
resolution was not intended as a condem'nation or a
show of approval of the Lobo. Approving or not
approving the content of a newspaper is not the role
of a governmental body. However, a group of
students felt they received a "raw deal" by the Lobo
and the Senate requested the Pub Board to conduct
an investigation to clear the air about the whole
matter.
As Mr. Eaton says, "An investigation in and of
itself, is not really the crucial point." We agree;
however, we do not feel that the government, in this
case the Senate, is intendin!l to establish itself as a

I would like to point out a
basic j'law in Kenneth Kietzke 's
and Junipers' philosophy. I feel
for your intended purpose the
basic premise you are operating
under should be changed. Your
premise as it stands says, we are
gay, we need counselin!), therefore
we are abnormal, substandard,
and we are seeking to change, to
conform to the accepted sexual
norm.

~

;p

Police Battle Whites

My personal contacts with
members of your staff have been
most pleasurable experiences as
d i st in gu ished from ·my
experiences of the past where
misquotation, factual error and
unprofessionalism were the rule.
To Ms. Friedberg and Mr. Rucker
my special thanks, though I am
sure the rest of the staff that I
haven't met are of equal merit.
You should all be proud of your
fine work which has been in the
best tradition of responsible
newspaper reporting. The best of
good fortune in the future.
Most Sincerely,
Bill Huber,
Dean of University College

BOSTON-Police Monday battled some 600 whites who
formed a human chain across a south Boston road to block
busloads of black children on their way home from school. At
least two warning shots were fired in the worst outbreak of
violence to date connected with court·ordered school busing
here.
Police said. aboqt 300 police officers·some on horses or .
motorcycles-were called tq put down the disturbance.
Officials said there were at least 10 arrests.

STEWART MODEL'S
1974

MODEL

T~E

YEAR

PAGEANT

HAS EXTENDED ITS ENTRY DEADLINE FROM SEPT.l5TH
TO OCTOBER 15TH!
WHO WILL BE THE NEXT

CYBILL SHEPHERD?
(1968 MODEL OF THE YEAR)

WHO WILL BE THE WINNER OF A

Lobo Letter, Opinion Policy

'JERRY, A80UT YOUR PROPOSED UPPER-INCOM£ SURTAX ••• WILL THAT APPLY TO
MY $55,000 PENSION, OR MY $200,000 TRANSITION ALLOWANCE?'

Letters to the EditOr ...
I:.etters to the editor should be no longer than 250 words,
'
·
.
typewritten and double spaced.
Sender's name, address and telephone number must be
included with the letter or it will not be considered for
publication. Names will 110t be withheld upon request. If a
letter is from a group, please include a name, telephone
number and address of a group member. The letter will carry
that name, plus the name of that group.
The Lobo will publish letters as space and the number of
letters received allows.
.
Opinions. . .
·
Opinions are signed guest editorials which do not
nec~ssarily reflect the editorial policy of the Lobo, or the
pohcy of ASUNM, GSA or UNM. Opinions may be any
length, but may be cut due to space limitations.

COVETED MOOELING CAREER
INCLUDING $25,000 GUARANTEED THE
FIRST, YEAR TO THE NEW MODEL OF THE YEAR?
IF YOU ARE 16·27 YEARS OF AGE,
5'41f2"- 5'11" TALL, MODEL SLIM, AND
ARE INTERESTED IN THIS GREAT OPPORTUNITY
LOOK FOR OUR FULL PAGE ADVERTISEMENTS
IN THE AUGUST ISSUES OF "SEVENTEEN"
"GLAMOUR," "MADEMOISELLE," "COSMOPOLITAN,"
"CO-ED," ''NEW INGENUE" AND THE SEPT. ISSUE
OF "TEEN" FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION AND ENTRY
FORMS, OR CALL OR WRITE TO:

L

"THE MODEL OF THE YEAR PAGEANT''
(2121 MU 8-2900

405 PARK AVE., NEW YORK, N.Y.

Parents Protest 'Filth'
CHARLESTON, W. Va. (UPI)-Angry pm·ents
stepped up a crusade aguinst new school textbooks
Monday by blockading bus garages and keeping
hundreds of children out of classrooms. Eighteen
persons were al'l'ested.
"I wish to hell we could get this thing solved,"
said Kanawha County Sheriff Kemp Melton, whose
deputies tried to prevent the kind of violence which
brought violence and bloodshed last month,
Melton said 18 persons were arrcs(.ed in the city
of St. Albans for unlawful assembly, refusing to
obey police officers and blocking traffic.
Sign-carrying, (lag·waving parents, Jed by
preachers who blasted the textbooks as "filthy,"
"rotten" and anti-American, picketed school bus
garages around the county.
School officials said classroom absenteeism
"increased dramatically" but that all but 27 of the
coUtlty's 222 school buses were' on the road.
United Mine Workers officers said coal miners did
not appcm· to be affected by the latest wave of
picketing. At the height of the protest, which
sta1·ted when schools opened Sept. 3, up to 10,000
coal workers· were idled.
The controversial books from a· language arts
sel'ies, bearing such titles as "Communicating,"
"Man" and "The Dynamics of Language," were off
classroom shelves for a review by an 18·member
citizens committee, but the protesters were not
satisfied,
They objected to passages on violence, religion,
drugs, sex and other topics in dozens of textbooks.
An example is a poem by black poet Uusl;!f !man,
which goes, in part:
(Continr1ed from page 3)

0 fficer Raymond said "cheap
chains and locks on expensive
equipment" make the thievery
easy.
Twenty·nine bikes have been
stolen since the end of June,
last

"Work for no pay
"Love yom enemy,
"Bomb your churches,
"Love your enemy ... "
One of the most often quoted passages comes
from another poem:
"Probably you were a bastard,
"Dreaming of running men down in a cadillac,
"And tearing blouses off women ... ''
Leaders of the revolt included the Revs, Marvin
Horan, Ezra Graley, Avis Hill and Charles Quigley.
Quigley recently announced he had been pmying
that God would strike dead three school board
·memb(!rs who approved use of the books.
"If we don't pt·otect our children from evil we'll
have to go to hell for it," Horan told a weelmnd
mlly which attracted 3,500 persons.
"We are not a 1·ebellious people. We just want
those nasty, obscene books out."
Kanawha County Schools Supt. Kenneth
Underwood safd he felt removal of the books for a
review was the fuirest way to handle the
controvcl·sy. He said that under no ch·cumstances
would any children be required to read the books if
their parents objected,
Another of the disputed texts carried an anti-war
poem about a man who was drafted and order.ed
into combat. It ended:
"They said I had no guts .
"'l'hey ordered the attack.
"A shrapnel tore my guts.
"I cried in pain.
"They carried me to safef.y.
"In safety, I died."

Police News

Four of the bikes this year have
been recovered (one last year) but
eight more have been taken in the
first three days of October this
year.
Police encoUl·age students to
registel' their bicycle serial number
Rom a

NE, 277·2241) to make recovery
easier. Heavy cable chains are
available at the campus bookstore
for $14.
Stolen I>arking permits (9 in the
past month) and thefts from cars
on campus (at least ten reported)
are other

ENGINEERS
Representatives from the Pomona division of General Dynamics,
located in Pomona, California, 27 miles east of los Angeles, will
be conducting interviews on compus

October 15
If you are interested in learning more about a career with
General Dynamics, see your Placement Officer for an interview
appointment. If an interview is not convenient at this time, you
may write for furter information to:

Mr. AI Sack
Mail Zone 3- 15

GENERAL DYNAMICS
Pomona Division

P.O. Box 2507
Pomona, California 91 7 66

An Equal Opportunity Employer, M/F U.S. Citizer:tship Required .

Bonnie Gets 'Em High; Jockson A Downer

,,'.'

By JON BOWMAN
Bonnie Raitt played before a
packed house at Popejoy Sunday
night and salvaged what could
have turned out to be the worst
concert of the yeat·.
Bonnie, accompanied by a tight
back·up band, opened with "Love
Me Like A Man," and then went
through a set of classic blues and
soul tunes, as well as her album
repertoire.
f(er command of the back·up
performers was superb, allowing
for moments of intense power
which had the crowd rocking,
Especially noteworthy . was
Bonnie's searing version of
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Cry Wolf: .Pass vs. Run
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Photo l>y Matt Gary

Browne Bomber

"Women Be Wise" (which despite
its lyl'ics, is still a hot number) and
he1· up·tempo .rendition·of "Give It
Up Or Let Me Go," featuring
Frccho on tuba.
A ]so exciting, although not
really surprising, was Raitt's
handling of the bottleneck guitar.
Never have I seen a female
performer who gave the
instrument as much class.
All told Raitt and Company
put on a high ene1·gy show
on straight life insurance, for and tak~:s care of your family. com mensumte with their past
. example, you need to compare You're supposed to leave the work on albums.
Following Bonnie came
three factors: premiums, cash technicalities, exemptions,
values, and cost indexes; and all of interest costs, etc., in the hands of Jackson Browne, who despite
these may vary in time. Chance you1· tl·usted agent, whose indications otherwise, Pl'OVed to
comes in when you try to commissions· come from what he be tiwd, loud and totally
worthless as a stage performer. If
estimate what you 'II be able to sells you.
Sunday night's gig is a fait·
pay for and what you may need in
In a society where people example of what he's been up to
future years. The multiplicity of
options and the technical language counted for more than money, lately, his career has nowhc•·c to
Freebo In Action
really put the customer at a insurance would be a basic right go but down.
disadvantage, although Tile of every citizen, instead of extra
Shopper's Guidcbooh tries to p1·otcction bought by those who
demystify the subject of insurance need it least. Already, protection
against illness is a stntc
for you.
The book was the work of the responsibility in many countries,
former Commissioner of the and society recognizes increasing
Pennsylvania Insm·ance Dept., and responsibility to victims of
h i s c o n s ·u m e r - o ri en ted unemployment, natural disasters,
-II rue~; <:uuk, "flw X<1limwl OIJ.~t•• rei"
publications on the subject did and other catastrophic events.
nothing to endear him to the
.. Ill• make~ some of us feel he's
The U.S.A. is WOI'SC off than
powerful insurance business.
found a better answer to
There's useful infot·mation health many other countries in regard to
bt•in~ ali\'c here :md
insurance, surgery, dentistry, the ability and willingness of our
now than we ha\'e."'
citizens' hospital l'ights, and society to protect the well·being
-Anatole Bru~·ard,
lawyers, but the chapter on of its people, and this is surely
"11w X<'~~" \i11·k
women's insurance rights is due in great part to the power of
Till!<'.~
skimpy. (half the size of the vested interests like the insurance
section on snowmobile insurance). companies. Until broad changes
When all is said . and done, are made, the short-term
however, even with the help of expedients pf consumer
good consumer information, the education, wise buying through
basic problem with insurance is cost comparison, and pressure by
that it's sold for profit, which organized consumer groups, are
determines its total structure; and the best means of coping with a
people who need it most can very bad situation.
afford it least. The insurance
business respects the consumer's
intelligence so much that it
presents its offerings in terms of
"a piece of the rock" or a
fireman, or a noble kindly elk who
walks into your own. front yard

How to Beat the Insurance Game
"The Shopper's Guidebook To
Life Insurance, Health
Insurance, Etc." (Consumer
News Inc./$3.50)

&.

*

By DAN BUTLER
On the cover of Tile Shopper's
Guideboo/1 to Life Insurance, etc.
is a complicated maze. with arrows
pointing the paths through it-a11
appropriate image for the
complexities of buying insurance.
Take life insurance: the book
has 45 pages on it, with 20 pages
of charts, and it gives no simple
answers or clear,cut
recommendations. If you want to
save money on life insurance
you've simply got to study the
subject, learning to distinguish
between straight life insurance
(which is for your lifetime) and
term life (which is for a few years
at a time); then you've got to
distinguish participating
(dividend·paying) policies and
non·participating policies.
You must remember that term
insurance provides only
protection, whole straight life
insurance also provides savil1gs
which you might need to borrow
(but, again, these savings thru
insurance yield low earnings),
You 'II find out that of two
companies charging the same
premium, one may give more in
cash value after so many years,
but this might be offset by a
difference in accumula"ted
dividends. You've got to
distinguish modified policies and
grad.ed premium policies, and
know the meaning of terms like
renewable and convertible, or you
may find yourself deprived of
coverage or options which you
thought you had.
These few considerations on
life insurance alone illustrate the
consumer's basic problem in
trying to make cost comparisons
in insurance: ineommensurables
like apples and oranges are
involved, and there are more
factors operative than most people
can keep track of. If you decide

"Brautigan
good for you."

RICHARD
BRAUTIGAN

Monster
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Sunday~

Only
New Mexico,

A Gothic Western

A Pictorial Easav

text bv Tony Hillermen

$19.95

rog. 122.00

;..,9.Utr..t1lSR\tftf.rJ.ri.·.§•••
¥ Rolling Stone

Seats Open
Due to a change in staging,
there are 92 seats left for the
Popejoy performance of the
Soviet Georgian Dancers and
Tsilitsi Choir tomorrow night.
Tickets are now on sale at the
Pope.joy Box Office,

~wkline

418 Central S.W.
843-7559

The long-awaited major work of
fiction from the author
.

i.

nf Tmul Fislling t'n

• ZapComix
• Zoo World

A nwrica and, most

~·Mother

Almrliotl and ne1·enge

rctcntly, The

E:arth News

* Village Voice
The Studio ..,a .... •
400 San Felipe N.

o{ f he Lrltt'll

• Out of state newspap!!rs
Albuquerque's largest
magazine selection
1
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83.9:> • SIMON AND SCIIGSTEH

Linebacker Mark Rupcich (66) and defensive end Robin Cole
(84) make a Cyclone Sandwich in Ames, Iowa last Saturday.

Steve M yer should still be up
near the !Op in the pass rankings
after completing. 20 passe.s in the
27-3 Joss UNM was handed by
Iowa State.
Once again the Lobos were try·
ing to establish the running game
early and failed to do so until they
were so far behind they had to
pass.
Chester Goodson, the top UNM
rusher has only 126 total yards in
four games. In each of those games
the opponent has had someone run
for nearly that much by himself..
Coach Bill Mondt·said that since
the season began the offensive line
has worked equally hard on ~lock·
ing for the run us they have for the
pass.

"L<~st spring we were concerned
more about pass blocking and wor·
ked that more. I guess we're just
beller at thai than we are at rush
blocking right now."
A real air show is in store for the
home coming game against San
Jose Slate. Not only will Myer be
letting it fly but so will Craig
Kimball who has thrown 73 com·
plclions for 946 yards in five games

forSan Jose St .
"He throws as much as Steve
(Myer) does," said Harold Quiesser
who scouted SJS. "He throws extremely hard too."

-

ASUNM Speakers Comm will meet
in Rm. 248 of SUB 5 p.m .• Wed. •
Thl1 Orthodox Baha'i Club will hold
firPsid(' Mon., 8 p,rp.,, Apt, 17, Married
Student Housing complex, Lomas nt
YulP, Ev<'~YOI~c_wclcome.

20th· Annual Tucker Invite
Will Host 3·5 Golf Teams

by Harold Smith
The 20th annual William fl.
Tucker Invitational Golf Tournament will start Wednesday at 7:30
a.m. on UN M's south golf course
with 35 teams competing in both
men's and women's divisions.
Dick McGuire, Lobo men's golf
coach, said the four-day tourn!lment will host 22 teams m
their division. The participants,
McGuire said, will tnclude the
NCAA national champion, Cal
State-Northridge: the NAIA. national champ, U ,S. International
and defending champion BYU.
MeG uire said he had filled three
of the six starting slots for UNM
with Brad Bryant of Almogordo.
Monty Carrico of Albuquerque
Rio Grand e. and John Klee. He
added. "Lee Carter looks like he
has a slot. But we won't know until
tonight (after the qualifying
rounds) who else will play for us.
Doily

Lobo

Sports

wumen's ·coach, AI Lovato, said
The men's teams represcn ted
are: UNM. LSU, Oral Roberts.
ASU. Tulsa, Cal State-Northridge.
Seattle. San Jose State, Colorado,
Pan American, Utah, BYU, North
Texas Stale, U.S. International, C'al
State-Long Beach, SMU, NMSU,
Weber State, Arizona, Wichita
State, Texas Tech, and Oklahoma
CitvU.
Nancy Romero from Socorro will
be their individual front-runner.

Lovato said, "We have a lot of
good platers this year at the tournament. There is Nancy Hager of
Texas. Janet Coles from UCLA
and Nancy Aaronson of UTEP."
Last year's Tucker titlist, Sun
Devil Erin Rca, graduated, so the
field will be a wide-open affair for
the championship. However Arizona has the experienced golfer,
Paula Eger. She has he en the
Tucker runner-up the last two
seasons.
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Thev're all pretty even right now.
"I expect to do well. We'll be in
:
there pushing for the title:"
Last year's individual champ v:as
Cricket Musch from New Mex1co •
State who will be defending his
title this year against top challengers Jim Blair (defending WAC
champ), Mike Reid (WAC secondplacer), Stan Lee of LSU (Southwest Amateur Champion); Charles
Gibson of ASU (recent runner-up :
in All-College Classic), Mark Lye
of San Jose State ('74 Aztec lnvita·
tiona I tit list) and Mike Malaska of
Weber State ('74 Utah amateur :
champ). ·
Other prime contenders will be
Doug Higgins of North Texas :
State, Keith Meyer of Arizona and
SMU's Mark Triggs.
UNM's Bryant placed 1St~. in
last season's NCAA champtonships. Carter was the WAC third
man.
The women's division will pit 13
teams in a 54-hole contest. Lobo
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OCT. 1Q

Cold Keg Beer

Coors and Schlitz
%keg $24.13 plus tax
~keg $14.69 plus tax
Taps available-$25.00 dep.
Keg Dep.-$1.2.00
Wine Cooler Kegs

One fifth 1 90 proof grain
alcoho J mi xed in each keg
1
$25.4 8 pustax

PHON€ Q4Q-Q151
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LOVE IS
Love is a giving thing,
so give the gift of love
•.. a Keepsake diamond ring.
Choose from perfect solitaires,
beautiful matched sets and trios.
Modern and traditional settings
in precious 14K gold. Keepsake,
there is no finer diamond ring.
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HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING

:
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Send new 20 pg booklet ··Prann1r1g Your Engcgemenland Weddong .. plus
lull color lorder and 44 pg Bllde s Book g1ft offer all for only 35¢
F·74
Nanu~t_.·~-·-=-=-~
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KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS. BOX 90. SYRACUSE. N.Y.
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'fhe Mountain Club wiU meet Wed.,
Oct. 9, at 7:30 p.m. in Room 129 of
the SUB. l•'or mort~ info call Diol< at
247·4813 or Ken at 298-:3014.
Anyone intet•cstec\ in joining
Students for Apodaca call 292·1505.

Co rr c c and conversation at the
Honors Center will be 'fhurs, ~his weelt
from 1:30-3:30 p.m. 'fhis weclt's
guest: Dr. Mary Powers, who will spcalt
on Ireland.
.Juniper continues a petition drive
for support among concerned people
on campus. Petitions are in the SUB
from 9·5.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
Rates: lOt per word per day with a
$1.00 per day minimum charge, or 6t
per word per day with a 60it Per day
minimum charge for ads published five
or more consecutive days.
Terms: Payment must be made in full
prior to insertion of advertisement,
Where: Marron Hall, Room 132
rrr

bu mail

Classified Advertising
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131

1)

PERSONALS

NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS, Tuesday
nites: 7 :30, Canterbury Chapel Library,
425 University NE.
10/8
NOT PLANNING ON FLUNKING out
but doing it anyway? Call AGORA student to student help. 277-3013. 10/11
MASSAGE: Oriental Shiatsu treatment in·
struction, 266·2775, Men, women, chil·
dren welcome.
10/11
PREGNANT AND NEED HELP? You
have friends who care at Birthright.
247-9819.

2) LOST & FOUND
FOUND: Intro1luction to Biblical Hebrew
& Hebrew: Berlitz Self Teacher, Call
867-59ZG.
10/14
LOST: Oct. 7 from Central Methodist
Church parking lot-basket of prizewinning hand-painted china. Reward.
299-4097.
10/14
FOUND: SEVEN KEYS on a ring &
](!ft in ASUNM government offices. GM,
Samsonite & other keys. Identify &
claim, rm 132, Marron Hall.
10/9

3) SERVICES
TUTORING IN MATH, PHYSICS. Grad·
uate with three years experience. 2657304.
10/11
5c COPIES, no minimum. Open 7:30 7:30 DATACO, 1712 Lomas at Univer•
slty.
10/18
CHRISTMAS GROUP AIRFARES: Den·
ver, Dallas, Chicago, LA. Call Atlas,
265·8074.
10/8
PROFESSIONAL CARPET CLEANING,
living room and haJJ cleaned processionally for only $16 also installations,
~WOOL

~9

'fhorc wiJl be a spcdal mccUng Oct.
9 for all Nativc.·Amcrican studc"nts at
UNM. The mooting will be in the Kiva
Klub at the International Center, 1808
L;ts Lomas NE at 8:30p.m. Fay bread
and chili wlll be sm:ved at 6 p.m.
Sigma Nu fraternity is forming a
()hapter at UNM, National
representatives will be in the SUB

3)

SERVICES

SPANISH TUTOR needed for graduate
student. Prefer native of Spanish-speak·
ing c(luntry. 265-9680.
10/9
PASSPORT, IDENTIFICATION photm.
Lowest prices in town, fast, pleasing.
Near UNM. Call 26G-2444 or come to
1717 Girard N.E.
CALL NEW MEXICO EDITYPE: fast,
accurate typing and/or editing, 266·
41>67.
10/14
5-STRING BANJO LESSONS: Begin·
ning, advanced. Frailing, clawhammer,
2 & 3 finger picking. American, Irish
10/U
fiddle tunes. 636-1877,
FREE RETAIL CATALOG~ Pipes, water·
pipes, bongs, cigarette Jlapers, rolling
machines, autJerstones, clips, llnder.
ground comix, etc.: Gabriella's Goodies,
Box 434, Hollywood, CA. 90028. 10/10
PROFESSIONAl, TYPIST: IDM carbon•
ribbon. Guaranteed accuracy. Rea.~onuble
rates. 298-7147.
10/2
DICYCLE REPAIR SPECIALIST. Lowest
vossible prices on wheel building, truing, overhauls, adjlllltments. Same day
service. Frame & fork repairs. New &
Ulled bikes for sale. 268·7290.
10/9

4)

FOR RENT

FURNISHED APARTMENT, $135-$145.
Utilities paid. Sec owner, 123 Girard
S&
1WU
FURNISHED STUDIO APARTMENT.
new wall to wall carpeting. Stereo,
dishes pots and pans. Quiet couple. No
pets, See to appreciate. Call 242-8022
after 6:00 PM.
10/14
2 APT (DUPLEX) $76 each. Needs
some fix-up, will as.<~ist. Lomas and ·
10/11
Louisiana. Call Hal, 255-3697.
2·BDRM HOUSE, $85 mo, $86 deposit,
707 Arno SE, 842-0361.
1~/8
MIDNIGHT SPECIAL, Ryder overnight
sleep tomorrow, 765·1111.
tfn
FURNISHED
APARTMENTS.
AAA
Apartments. One, two, and three roolllll.
Very clean, near University and north
we~~t. 242-7814, 247·1006, 242-1871.
trn
TRADE-TWO MAMUJA 2~~ X 21,~ 3
lenses Lietz 31imm enlarger for Leica •
10/10
M4, 4515 Central NE.

5)

FORSALE

GOOD SOFA, $40, Captain's chairs, 2920895.
10/15
SONY TC-127 cassette deck and TEAC
AN-60 Dolby system. Ilk yrs. old. $150,
842·9377.
10/14

Tues., Wed., and 'l'hurs. to answer
questions.
lntennural and n•crc>at.ion che<!lwut
program. 10 requh·cd. Small fcc for
camning equipment, Other ccntipmcnt
inc!htdes tents, snowshoes. Rl•servations
can be made a wccl< in advance at
Carlisle Gym during office hours.
Voluntct•rs needed to help opN·atc
the ASA Gnllcry located in NW comer
of SUB. Plens<' contact Susan Btown at
247·8715 or put a note in campus
mail,
'!'here will be n gcm>ral meeting of all
interested in joining the New Mexican
Indiun Athletic Assoc. at 7 p.m. •rues,,

5)

Rect·cation and Leisttrc Society will
hold its first meeting at 7: ao p.m. in
Rm. 150 of .Johnson Gym on Wed.
'!'his is an organi?-ational meeting for all
recreation maiors and minors and those
in related fields.
...
Volunteers needed to worlt at PIRG
and M~asurcs proiect or in
office at 2026 l'Vtesa Vista. Contact
Chris Perry at 255-1261 PIRG ofc.
277·2738 or Torrey Baird at 243-0873.
W~ights

6)

FOR SALE

SKI TOURING & DACKP ACKING equip·
ment from the professionals at the Trail
Haus-Sales, rentals, service, and clinics.
.Since 1967, New Mexico's leading ski
touring center-Trail Haus, 1931 San
~~t!!~-SE. 256·9190.
10/10
ROSSIGNOL ROC 550's 205 em with
Look/Nevada bindings, 266-5014. 10/11
GOLD STREET CIRCUS, Recorda, tapestries, beads. 1820 Central SE. 243·
1988.
10/11
HEAVY SAND BAG for either boxing or
knrate training. See Gilbert at UNM
Printing Plant.
10/11
BEAUTIFUL AKC SIBERIAN husky
puppies. Free delivery to Albuquerque.
10/8
753-3519.
MAN'S 10-SPEED bike, good condition,
10/8
book holder, $50. 820 Ortiz NE.
1971 AUS'riN AMERICA. Good :running
condition. Excellent mileage, Ideal Stud!!nt car. $950. Hughes, 243-2841, 9-4
or evenings 265-4615, 255-0505. 10/11
HANG-GLIDER, very attractive & well
balanced, excellent condition, must sell.
842.·1236.
10/9
POTTER'S WHEEL, Amaco - 2·speed,
electric, $85, 266·2634 or 266·2653. 10/9
EXOTIC BEADS from around the world.
Turquoise & ailver jewelry. The Dead
Shaman. Old •rown,
trn
OLD MIRAGES, some 20 years old. $1.00
each, room 132, Marron HaD.
KINGSIZE WATERBEDS,. S':"'2""'9•..,..95.,...,-c-o_m_·
Plcte systems, $59.96, heaters, $27.60.
Water Trips, 3407 Central NE. Across
tfn
from Arbles. 208-8455.
20 PORTABLE TV's $30-$60. -4U Wyom·
ing NE, 255·5987.
10/23
BACKPACKERS - Come Inspect New
Mexico's most complete selection of
equipment at B A C K COUNTRY
SPORTS, 2421 San Pedro NE. 266·8113.
TENNIS EQUIPMENT-racquets, balls,
shorts, shoes, & shirts now on sale at
the Bike Shop, 823 Yale SE, 842·9100.
CUSTOM GOLD wedding & dinner rings
by Charlie Romero, 268·3896.
12/6

EMPLOYMENT

CAMPUS REl'S NEEDED to merchandise
excellent line of locally produced apeak·
ers. Good commission & sales incentive,
~all _!!21-7910, _El~,:1868,
10(_~
EARN UP TO $1200 a school year hanging posters on campus in spare time.
Send name, nddrcs$, phone and school
to: Coordinator of Campus Represcntn·
tives, P.O. Dox: 1384, Ann Arbor, MI
48106.
10/9
A BOOTIE, no experience needed, will
trS~in, call ~ill.
10/8
UPWARD BOUND. Out reach, orientative specialist!!. Ma.~ters degree required
preferably in guidan.ce & coun.se)ing.
Responsible for coordinating the rc·
cruiting & admissions proc~s of ·Upward Bound students. Orient sessions
for student.q & staff. Tench half time
during summer. Conduct activities &
recreation programs. Ability to relate,
to economically and academically dis·
mlvantugcd student.'!, ·Salary based on
education & ex:perience. Send resumes to
Personel Office, UB, University of Al·
buquerque, St. Joseph Pl. NW, Albu.
CJUcrque, New Mexico, 87140, no later
than October 10.
10/10
HOUSEPARENTS FOR TREATMENT
group home for teenagers. No children.
Experience & references. $600. Parttime school or work ok. 345-3071 week·
~s 9.5.
10/17
MEN! WOMEN I JOBS ON SHIPS! No
experience required. Excellent pay.
Worldwide travel. Perfect summer job
or curcer. Send $3 !or information.
SEAFAX, Dept. M·6, P.O. Box 2049,
Port Angeles, Washington 98362. 10/8
PART-TIME JOB, graduate students only.
Afternoons & evenings, Must be able to
work Friday & Saturday nights. Must be
over 21 years old. Apply in person, no
phone calls please. Save Way Liquor
store, 5704 Lomas NE and 5516 Menaul
NE.
10/10

7)

MISCELLANEOUS

CHILD CARE - AGE 3·5, SE Heights
fn bilingual home. 761i•li54Z (after IS
PM).
10/8
SCRIPTURE READING, praJ'en, eona,
dally 7 PM, 425 Univenitl' NE, Canter·
bury Chapel.
10/14

STEREO HEAD PHONES $t,95, 6 foot
cord, soft ear pads. United Freieht
Sales. 3920 San Mateo NE.
trn

OLD MIRAGES 19GB through 1970. $1.00
each, room 132, Marron Hall.
trn

Friendly Flower Shop
We

'PI!cializc in green
plant~ and mncrantc.

3424 ('en

Ne\NMexica
DailyLaba

:;p

"Who Invited Us?", ~ fjlm dealing
with US intervention in d!lveloping CIQ
countries, will be shown on We<\., Oct. I'll
9 at 1:30 p.m. to 3 p.m. in Rm, 231·E ..r¥J
of the SUB. Admission is Free. 2:
Sp on so red by Citi7.cns for a I'll
Humanitarian Aid Policy.
=!!

.

House Plant Sale at lfu.
"'****************'
True American Sllop
next lo Deli- City,
Dartmouth & Central.

~

Public Rt'la.tions Committee· will ro
meet in Rm. 231 of the SUB 5:30 1:5.
p.m .. Wed,
·

B

There will be a meeting of Mortar t:,;
Board on Tut's, at 8 p,m, 11t Pi Beta Phi ~
House, 1701 Mesa Vista Rd. NE.
'<
~

g.

• Delta S!gma Pi will meet 'fhurs. at
7:30p.m. Ill the sun.
Q

..

Christian Student Ctr will meet on C
Thurs. at 7 p,m. at the Ctr. The center (If
is located on Girard at Central
(almost).

IfS'

Rap session on contraception and/o:r 9fJ
sexuality at Student Health Ctr., Rm. ""'
220, Tues. 2·4 p.m.
~
..:I

Women's medical self help and PAP
clinic at Student Health Ctr., Rm. 220,
Wed, 2·4 p.m. Minimal charges for PAP
Smears. Speculums for sale.
Folltsong Club will meet in Rm.
231-D at 7:30 p.m. in the SUB on
Thurs.
Presidential Appointments
Committee meets Wed., 6 p.m. in Rm.
230 of SUB.

aucdle

. lee(~)
• • •
STEREO TAPES
S-track & cassettes
• over 1000 rock &
popular titles
• only $1.99 each
• free brochure

write: AUDIO LOOP CO.
DEPT.133 P.O. BOX 43355
CLEVELAND. OHIQ,_4414~t.
o\'\ ELY HEAt<;»~
~
FILM
~.•CLASSICS

f\'-'~

RESERVE SPECIAL FORCES A-team
organizing. Need EX-SF·ADN, call Hal,
255-3097.
10/4

BICYCLES: Lowest prices on Gitane and
other fine European Bicycles. Over 100
in stock, $75 to $500. WORLD CHAM·
PION BICYCLES, 2122 Coal Pl. SE,
four blocks from UNM. 843-9378.
tl'n

Albuquerque Floral Design
School
Makers of-Hand Mode Indian Jewe
OLD TOWN

0() t. 8, at the Southwest Indian
Polytechnic Institute, Student Ctr.,
Hl69 Coors Blvd. NW. For more info
call I.,. Begay, 277-:!917.

October 8. 1974
BACK STREETwith Irene Dunn

and John Boles filmed

in 1 932. Showing at 10 a.m.,
11:45. and 1:30 p.m.

All films will be
shown in the SUB theater
and are sponsored by
the Student Activities Center
and
~~~~~=:.

I S. E. 266-9296

Want Ads say it
in a Big WayU
•

I

Classified Advertising Rates

1Oc perword. $1.00 minimum charge
5 or more consecutive insertions

Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico Daily Lobo
. , under the heading (circle one): 1.
times beginning
Personals; 2. Lost &. ;:ound; 3. Services; 4. For Rent; 5. For Sale; 6. Employment;
7. Miscellaneous.

with no copy changes,
6c per word per day
60c per day minimum charge
Terms

Cash in advance

UNM P.O. Box 20, University of New Mexico,
Albu.querque, New Mexico 87131

Enclosed $ ~-~~ Placed by --~·--·-~-~---~-·-··-· Telephone-~~--

~

